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xbox 360 and playstation 3 lotuspsychje, no, it's a 16GB pen drive and one of them is not working !usb | cipher6 cipher6: For information about installing Ubuntu from USB flash drives, see - For a persistent live USB install, see: the USB installer doesn't see the 16GB pen drive
I've tried and tried and tried to make it work the USB installer doesn't see it I am getting the following error "Error: Invalid UUID for /dev/sdc1" Cannot mount volume. Please use a supported CityPop drive. For example, try unplugging and reinserting the drive and retry Using
1.6.3 Ubuntu LiveCD (ISO) cipher6, and what makes you think, this is not a linux issue? OerHeks, I'm not, there are people in this chat that have been trying to help me for hours now. I'm asking for help is that a fact? cipher6: i suggest to contact the users that suggested you to

do a windows iso on a usb stick lotuspsychje, I have cipher6: is this not an ubuntu issue? lotuspsychje, it is, but it's a more obscure issue that the people that have been trying to help me have been trying to help me for hours now lotuspsychje, the windows installer only recognizes
one 16GB pen drive and it's not working no one else has it I'm not sure what the issue is, so I'm asking for help in this chat anyone? I'm going to try another USB drive *buntu uses
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